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Q.1 Which shapes the given solid figures resemble? 

 



Q.2 Fill in the blanks with the correct number. 

a) A square has _______ corners and ________ sides. 

b) A triangle has ________ sides. 

c) A circle has _________ corners. 

d) An oval has _________ sides. 

e) A rectangle has _________sides and ______ corners. 

Q.3 Draw a line to match shapes with the words. 

 



Q.4 How many shapes do you see in the given 
picture? Colour the shapes and write the numbers 
below. 

 
                                   

 

          NOTE: REVISE THE PRE MID – TERM SYLLABUS. 
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DAULATPUR (HARIDWAR) 
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CLASS : I  
SUBJECT: ENGLISH 

 

Name: __________________              Sec:___________________                 Roll No:  __________________ 

Q.1) Colour the vowels red and the consonants green . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.2) Read the nouns given in the box and write them in your notebook according 
to their categories like: Things, Animals, Persons, and Places. 

Rahul,               school,             Priya,              garden,           park,                  
table,                 chair,               hat                  girl                   father             
mother               boy                 nurse              pencil              cow                     
flower                 bed                colours            orange            CityClub             
tree                     dog                 DPS, Daulatpur                      

 

 



Q.3) Complete this picture drawing given objects and colour the picture: 

The sun                                grasses                               brick house                       flowers   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.4) This one is only for parents, kindly teach your child how to tie shoelaces 
properly? 

        
 
          NOTE: REVISE THE PRE MID – TERM SYLLABUS. 
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                         NOTE: REVISE THE PRE MID– TERM SYLLABUS. 
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CLASS : I  

SUBJECT: E.V.S. 

 

Name:__________________          Sec:___________________      Roll No.______ 

Q.1) Fill in the blanks with the correct answer: 

a) Animals are_________________ (living/non-living) things. 

b) Toys are ________________________ (man-made/natural) things. 

c) Stars in the sky are ________________ (natural/living) things. 

d) Water is the creation of _____________ (God/ men) 

e) Our body is divided in to _____________ (five /three) main parts. 

f) (Nose / Arm) ________________ helps us to smell. 

 

Q.2) Fill in the blanks with the options given in the help box: 

 

 

 

a)_____________ joins our trunk and head. 

b) _______________ can eat food, drink water and breathe. 

c) With the help of our hands we _________________ ball. 

d) We can view nature’s beauty through our _____________. 

e) Plants also _______________ like us. 

f) Some plants respond to______________________. 

 

Neck,      throw,           touch,         eyes,             grow,     humans,          
grow 



Q.3) Make flash cards of any two of the following (living, non-living, natural, man-made) 
things and label their type. Mention your name, class and section at the back side of your 
flash card. 

Q.4) Fill the boxes writing “Yes” or “No”. 

Objects Does it 
move by 
itself? 

Does it 
grow? 

Does it take 
air in or out? 

Does it eat 
food? 

Does it 
reproduce? 

 

     

 

     

      

 

     

 

     

 

     

Q.5) Write the body parts for given functions: 

a) Smell ----------------------------------------------------- 

b) Taste ----------------------------------------------------- 

c) See  ----------------------------------------------------- 

d) Hear ----------------------------------------------------- 

                         

                                        

                 NOTE: REVISE THE PRE MID – TERM SYLLABUS. 

 



 

 

 

                 

 

 

                     


